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Satellite altimeters provide sea level measurements using reflections off an ever changing sea surface. Surface 

wave characteristics are known to bias this measure below true mean sea level. This phenomenon, known as the 

sea state bias (SSB) is a long-standing source of uncertainty in altimetry.  Due to incomplete information on the 

physical processes controlling the bias, current operational models are based on empirical relationships between 

the altimeter’s bias, significant wave height, and wind speed data. Though effective, this self-contained 

instrument correction does not fully parameterize the regional complexity of the ocean wave climate and is 

insufficient to correct sea level data with uniformly high accuracy.

Correction improvements have been blocked by insufficient access to precise ancillary wave information, 

primarily the changing level of surface wave nonlinearities, with availability at an operational rate. This 

presentation discusses an alternate approach for bringing additional directional wave spectrum measures to bear 

via use of a global wave model.  We inter-compare several new nonparametric altimeter sea state bias 

algorithms based on a global combination of data from the Wave Watch 3 (WW3) model and the Jason-1 satellite 

altimeter.

Abstract -

1. Objectives and Approach

The aim of the present analysis is to assess the operational effectiveness of different surface wave parameters 

in the SSB modeling, such as: 

swell height, mean wave period, wave steepness, RMS slope, inverse wave age, …

that were pointed out from either theoretical studies, field experiments, or numerical analysis of satellite 

observations, to explain the SSB behavior. Through this large diversity of parameters that potentially might 

represent good SSB correlatives proposed in the literature, we observe considerable disagreement as to which 

external factors should be accounted for. It is largely because there is insufficient observational information on 

the space and time characteristics of the non-linear sea surface at the wave scales that are involved in the SSB 

phenomenon, since most of these parameters are not readily retrieved from satellite measurements exception 

of pseudo wave age estimate. 

Here the operational wave model, Wave Watch 3, is employed to estimate the pointed out surface parameters. 

The use of wave model outputs represents a compromise between improving the SSB modeling through better 

description of the complex local wave climate and assuring possible operational application of such information 

to each Jason-1 sea surface height (SSH) measurements where availability of these independent parameters 

are required everywhere to support point-by-point SSB correction.

The present work provides assessment of alternative 2-parameter SSB models tuned on a global dataset in a 

manner identical to the operational 2-parameter model in order to discern how, when and where wave model 

may contribute to improving the SSB estimates in future operational 3 or 4-parameter algorithm development.

Each candidate bias correction model is produced in the same manner; through a nonparametric mapping 

between Jason-1 sea surface height anomaly (RSSH) estimates and two correlatives (Vandemark et al, 2002; 

Labroue et al, 2004). The first is always the significant wave height from Jason-1 and the model differences 

come through choice of the second variable (provided in Table 1). Evaluation of model skill is conducted in term 

of explained variance with a benchmark represented by a single parameter SWH-only model.

Overall the results suggest that this use of terms derived from wave model data offers marginal improvement 

at best, due in part  to expected model uncertainty in this high resolution application, to the physical 

relationship between these terms and the bias, and to our rigorous but simplistic 2-parameter modeling 

approach. But several candidate models do indicate promise for wave model use in future empirical 

developments. Results show that in the low latitudes the models developed using the swell height, mean 

period and inverse wave age differ from and modestly outperform the operational parameterization of the 

model (Tran et al, 2005). Thus this study indicates that systematic regional error in the present sea level 

corrections may be improved by inclusion of wave model information.
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Jason-1, wave modelInverse wave age

Wave modelRMS slopeRMS slope

Wave modelWave steepness

Wave modelTmMean wave period

-Wave modelH_swellSwell height

Jason-1Pseudo wave age

-Jason-1C-band NRCS

-Jason-1Ku-band NRCS

Jason-1U_alt_Gal
Altimeter wind speed from Gourrion et al 
(2002) algorithm

Jason-1U_alt
Altimeter wind speed from MCW algorithm 
(Witter and Chelton, 1991)

-Jason-1U_ECMWFECMWF wind speed
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Table 1: List  and definition of the second correlatives tested in complement  to SWH as inputs to SSB models

2. Results
benchmarks

Figure 1: Variance explained by the different models 

tested across the global dataset. The reduction of 

variance achieved by the single-parameter based model 

(SSB(SWH) = -3.8% SWH) can be viewed as one 

benchmark (the lowest level) that should be surpassed by 

any practically useful algorithm. Additionally, the model 

based on the actual operational pairing of SWH and U_alt

represents a second benchmark for comparison. 

Figure 2: Zonal average of the variance explained by the 

two benchmark models. They display similar features with 

minimum explained variance (~5 cm2) in the equatorial 

band and maximum values are observed around 45° of 

latitudes in both hemispheres with a gain of about 30 cm2

in the southern band when it is up to 42 cm2 in the 

northern area.

SSB(SWH, U_alt) SSB(SWH, H_swell)

SSB(SWH, Ω)SSB(SWH, Tm)

Figure 3: Variance gain of the different 2-parameter models relative to the variance reduction observed with 

SSB(SWH) model. Positive gains are observed mostly everywhere. As clearly seen, the model based on U_alt

improves the explained variance mostly at high latitudes while models based on H_swell, Tm, and Ω 

respectively show interesting positive impacts in the tropical area between 10°N and 20°S. 

Figure 4:. Maps of variance gain (when compared to SSB(SWH)), in %, with ranking (from 1 to 4) between four 

2-parameter models in order to better define regional effectiveness of the different parameters in  the different 

models compared. Dark gray boxes represent local best performer while light gray boxes represent the worst 

variance reduction. In each box and for each model, the variance reduction associated to it is provided as 

numbers. The results are summarized in Table 2 over more larger areas.
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Table 2: Summary of statistical indicators on 4 regions for different models


